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Abstract

We use data on subjective expectations of outcomes from counterfactual choices

to recover ex ante treatment effects as well as the non-pecuniary benefits asso-

ciated with different treatments. The particular treatments we consider are the

choice of occupation. By asking individuals about potential earnings associated

with counterfactual choices of college majors and occupations, we can recover the

full distribution of the ex ante monetary returns to particular occupations, and

how these returns vary across majors. In particular, the elicited choice probabil-

ities allow us to quantify the importance of sorting on ex ante monetary benefits

when choosing an occupation. By linking subjective expectations to a model of

occupational choice, we can then examine how individuals tradeoff their prefer-

ences for particular occupations with the corresponding monetary rewards. While

sorting across occupations is partly driven by the ex ante monetary returns, siz-

able differences in expected earnings across occupations remain after controlling
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for selection on monetary returns, which in turn points to the existence of sub-

stantial compensating differentials.
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1 Introduction

Subjective expectations data are increasingly being used in economic research. While

early work focused on the accuracy of individual’s forecasts over objective events, for

example Manski (1993) and Dominitz & Manski (1996,1997), subjective expectations

are now being used in the estimation of structural dynamic models (see, e.g., Delavande,

2008, van der Klaauw & Wolpin, 2008, 2012).1 Collecting data on subjective expec-

tations makes it possible to estimate forward-looking models without making strong

assumptions about how individuals form their beliefs about potential outcomes along

different choice paths.

Relatively new to the literature is (i) the elicitation of the probabilities of taking

particular courses of actions in the future and (ii) expectations about potential future

outcomes corresponding to these counterfactual choices, which covers beliefs off the

individual’s actual choice path. In this paper, we use data on future choice probabilities

as well as subjective expectations about outcomes both on and off the individual’s choice

path to recover the expected benefits as well as subjective costs associated with different

treatments, and tell apart the role played by these two components in selection into

treatment. Even though the proposed approach can be applied to potential outcome

models in general, in this paper we consider the particular context of monetary returns

to different occupations (for different college majors), as well as how individuals trade

off the ex ante monetary returns with their non-pecuniary preferences for particular

college majors and occupations. As recently emphasized in the literature (see, e.g.,

Cunha et al., 2005, Cunha & Heckman and Heckman & Navarro, 2007), ex ante (in

comparison with ex post) monetary returns are of key interest since they correspond to

what agents act on. The approach that we develop in this paper makes it possible to

identify those ex ante returns, along with the non-pecuniary factors affecting the choice

of occupation, while being agnostic on the information set of the agents and in the

absence of exclusion restrictions between monetary returns and non-pecuniary factors.2

1See Manski (2004) for a survey of the literature. See Pantano & Zheng (2010) on using subjective

expectations data to recover unobserved heterogeneity.
2In a recent work, D’Haultfoeuille & Maurel (2013) investigate the relative importance of ex ante

monetary returns versus non-pecuniary factors in the decision to attend college. Their approach, which
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Overall, there are large differences in the earnings of college graduates both across

majors and occupations. For instance, data from the American Community Survey

(2009-2010) reveal that those who majored in engineering earn as much as 77% more

than those who majored in the humanities. To the extent that a sizable fraction of col-

lege graduates work in an occupation which does not match their major, those earnings

differentials across majors mask the existence of substantial within-major dispersion

(see, e.g., Kinsler & Pavan, 2012). However these earnings differentials are computed

from those who chose particular college majors and occupations, thus telling us very

little about what the individual would expect to earn had the individual pursued a

counterfactual occupation or graduated with a different major. It follows that this type

of observational data, which has been used in most the literature on college major and

occupational choices (see Altonji et al., 2012, for a recent review), is also uninformative

by itself as to how much individuals would need to be compensated for pursuing a

different career path.

In this paper, we use elicited beliefs from male undergraduates at Duke University

to quantify the importance of sorting across occupations on ex ante monetary returns

versus preferences. This unique dataset contains student expectations regarding the

probability of working in different occupations as well as their expected income in each

of the occupations where the period of reference is ten years after they graduate.3 These

occupation probabilities and expected incomes were asked not only for the major the

individual chose but also for counterfactual majors, making it possible to disentangle

both the monetary returns from different majors in different occupations as well as

how attractive working in particular occupations is with different majors. By doing so,

we add to a growing set of papers using subjective expectations data to tell apart the

role played by monetary returns versus non-pecuniary preferences in college major and

can be used in the absence of subjective expectation data, requires imposing stronger restrictions on

the non-pecuniary factors. See also Eisenhauer et al. (2012), who use exclusion restrictions between

monetary returns and non-pecuniary factors to tell apart those two components.
3This dataset was previously used to examine the determinants of college major choice by Arcidia-

cono et al. (2012). Their paper treated occupations as lotteries where the lotteries were affected by the

choice of major. In this paper, we follow a more conventional route and treat occupations as choices,

consistent with, e.g., Miller (1984), Siow (1984), Keane & Wolpin (1997) and van der Klaauw (2012).
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occupational choices (Betts, 1996, Zafar, 2011,2013, Arcidiacono et al., 2012, Wiswall

& Zafar, 2012, Stinebrickner & Stinebrickner, 2013, and Osman, 2013).

The data allow us to identify both the ex ante treatment effects of particular oc-

cupations on earnings, for any given college major, as well as the ex ante treatment

effects of particular majors on the probabilities of working in any given occupation.

Even though we do not observe the actual occupations chosen by the individuals, we

show that subjective expectation data on occupational choice probabilities can be used

to recover the ex ante treatment effects of a given occupation (relative to a reference

occupation) for the subpopulation of individuals who will end up working in that oc-

cupation (ex ante treatment effect on the treated). Taking the initial major as given,

the ex ante treatment effect on the treated for a given occupation j is simply computed

by weighting the reported earnings differences between occupation j and the reference

by the probability the individual reports that he will work in occupation j (over the

average declared probability of working in occupation j). Ex ante treatment effect on

the untreated are obtained similarly, by using the declared probability that the individ-

ual will not work in occupation j. Importantly, our data allows us to go beyond these

average effects and investigate the heterogeneity across individuals by estimating the

full distributions of the ex ante treatment effects of working in any given occupation

j relative to education, given the initial college major choice. Data on counterfactual

occupational choice probabilities also allows us to recover the distribution of the ex ante

treatment effects on the treated and untreated subpopulations.

The results reveal substantial differences in terms of expected earnings across majors

as well as occupations. Treating the education occupation as the baseline, the ex

ante treatment on the treated ranges from 25% higher earnings (government) to 89%

higher earnings (health) ten years after graduation. Consistent with sorting across

occupations being partly driven by expected monetary returns, the ex ante returns are

generally higher for the treated than for the untreated, suggesting positive selection

into occupations. Consistent with the existence of occupation-specific human capital

accumulated within each major, we also document the existence of a substantial degree

of heterogeneity in the ex ante returns for each occupation, depending on college major.

For example, public policy majors who anticipate entering a health career expect a 38%
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premium (relative to a career in education), while natural sciences majors expect a 117%

premium for a health career.

We next link the subjective expectations data to a model of occupational choice

where individuals are uncertain over their preferences for particular occupations in

the future. This simple framework allows us to link the subjective data on expected

earnings and choice probabilities with the non-pecuniary preferences. Specifically, un-

der standard assumptions on unobserved preferences, those terms will have continuous

support implying that perceived occupation probabilities should be bounded away from

zero and one. However, in our data, some individuals do report zero probabilities of

pursuing a particular occupation given a particular major. We reconcile our framework

with the data by modeling the resolution of preference uncertainty as costly. Namely,

we assume that individuals will only pay the cost to find out additional information

about a given occupation if their expected benefits of doing so are sufficiently high.

In estimation, we then follow Hotz & Miller (1993) and Berry (1994) and invert the

perceived choice probabilities, taking into account the selection introduced by costly

information acquisition, to recover preferences over occupation-major combinations.

The coefficient on our income measure then allows us to calculate compensating dif-

ferentials for particular occupations, and how these compensating differentials vary for

those who pursue different majors. Overall, our results are consistent with the existence

of fairly large compensating differentials across occupations, which vary substantially

across majors. For instance, while public policy majors would have to receive a premium

of 137.8% to pursue a career in education rather than in government, the opposite is

true for those with a major in the humanities, who would have to receive a premium of

73.7% to pursue a governmental career. We argue that the large compensating differ-

entials associated with major-occupation pairs is likely to be partly explained by search

frictions, whereby job offer arrival rates for each occupation vary across college majors.

In any case, our results provide clear evidence that majors have a substantial influence

on occupations well beyond their impact on earnings.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we discuss the survey data

used in the paper. Section 3 shows how to obtain ex ante treatment effects given

the survey data with section 4 giving the estimated treatment effects. We then link
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the subjective occupational choice probabilities and expected incomes with a model

of occupational choice in section 5. Estimates of the model and the corresponding

implications in terms of compensating differentials and search frictions are presented in

section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 7.

2 Data

We use data collected on a sample of male undergraduate students at Duke University

between February and April 2009. Gender was the only restriction on sample recruit-

ment; students from any major, class, or race were eligible to participate in the survey.

Sample members were recruited by posting flyers about our study around the Duke

campus. Surveys were administered on computers in a designated room in Duke’s Stu-

dent Union. All students who completed the survey were paid $20. Our final sample

consists of 173 students who completed our survey.4

This is the same data set used in Arcidiacono et al. (2012). That paper provided

many descriptive statistics on how majors, occupations, and earnings were related and

we refer the reader to that paper for an overview of the data. For completeness, we

report in Table 1 a descriptive overview of our sample, compared with the overall

male undergraduate population at Duke. One can see from Table 1 that our sample

corresponds fairly closely to the Duke male undergraduate student body, even though

it includes slightly more Asians and fewer Latinos and Blacks. It also appears that a

higher percentage of our sample receives some financial aid than is the case in the Duke

student body, although the 22.0% figure for the student body is based on aid provided

by Duke, whereas the higher percentage of students receiving financial aid (40.5%) is

likely due to the fact that our survey asked about receipt of financial aid, regardless of

source. Finally, our sample is slightly tilted towards upper-classmen.

Distinctive to this paper is our focus on occupations as choices, as the previous paper

treated occupations as lotteries. Evidence that individuals are viewing occupations as

choices can be found in Table 2. Table 2 reports, for each college major, the expected

earnings computed using the subjective probabilities of entering each career, as well as

4The questionnaire which was used in the survey is discussed further in Kang (2009).
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Table 1: Sample descriptive statistics

Duke Male

Sample Study Body

Current/Intended Major

Science 17.9% 14.8%

Humanities 9.3% 9.4%

Engineering 19.1% 20.7%

Social Science 17.9% 18.8%

Economics 19.7% 18.0%

Public Policy 16.2% 18.0%

Characteristics of Students:

White 66.5% 66.0%

Asian 20.2% 16.6%

Latino 4.6% 8.3%

Black 4.0% 5.9%

Other 4.6% 3.0%

U.S. Citizen 94.8% 94.1%

Receives Financial Aid 40.5% 22.0%

the expected earnings under the counterfactual assumption that careers were randomly

assigned. For the random assignment case, we use the population probabilities of

choosing each career for those in the same major. For all majors, students expected

earnings are higher given their reported probabilities of sorting into careers relative to

if they were randomly assigned. This pattern points to the existence of sizable gains to

sorting, consistent with the individuals pursuing their comparative advantage.

Table 3 reports the average subjective probabilities of working in each occupation,

conditional on each major. While the subjective probabilities of entering each career

vary substantially across majors, it is worth noting that none of the majors are concen-

trated into only one (or two) occupations. Besides, even for majors which appear to be

more tied to a specific occupation, such as Business career for Economics majors, sub-

jective probabilities exhibit a fairly large dispersion across individuals (see Figure 1).
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Table 2: Expected Earnings for Careers (Annual Earnings, in dollars)

Reported Random Difference

Major Probabilities Assignment

Natural Science 169,385 144,710 24,675

Public Policy 180,350 154,823 25,527

Humanities 115,786 106,325 9,461

Economics 160,488 133,363 27,125

Engineering 125,578 115,413 10,165

Social Sciences 125,578 111,214 14,364

Overall, this stresses the importance of treating occupations as resulting from choices,

even after conditioning on college major.

Table 3: Probability of different occupations conditional on major

Probability of Occupation in:

Major Science Health Business Government Education Law

Science 0.352 0.319 0.120 0.070 0.068 0.070

Humanities 0.067 0.122 0.235 0.145 0.230 0.200

Engineering 0.411 0.194 0.190 0.072 0.065 0.068

Social Sciences 0.091 0.139 0.246 0.193 0.128 0.204

Economics 0.067 0.076 0.515 0.154 0.062 0.125

Public Policy 0.054 0.113 0.228 0.317 0.075 0.214

The previous work with this data showed that the expectations over first year salaries

matched well with data from Duke’s career office. Since it is important that these

expectations reflect actual underlying beliefs for the rest of the analysis, we attempt

to assess how “reasonable” they are by comparing them with data form the American

Community Survey (ACS). These comparisons will allow to see where Duke students

believe they rank relative to the population of college graduates in particular major-

occupation combinations.

We utilize data from the 2009-2011 ACS which contains data on wages, college
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Figure 1: Distribution of subjective probabilities (economics major, business occupa-

tion)

major and current occupation. We limit the ACS sample to males between the ages

of 29 and 355 with a reported major field for their college degree. Majors in the ACS

were categorized similarly to the Duke data. Several majors in the ACS are not offered

at Duke; to the extent they clearly fell into a major category, they were included.6 To

construct occupations, matches between the occupations categories in the ACS and the

career groupings in the Duke data were constructed.7

To compare the ACS to the Duke expected earnings, the following regression is

estimated:

ln(yij) = αj + βagei + εij (2.1)

5The Duke respondents, on average, would be of age 32 ten years after graduation.
6Most of the excluded majors were health services majors or vocational majors such as construction

services.
7Science, computing, and engineering classifications were coded as science and technology careers;

medicine was coded as health careers; business and finance was coded as business career; education

was coded as education careers; legal was coded as law careers. Workers classified as nonprofit works

or local, state or federal employees were coded as government/nonprofit.
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where yij is the wage of person i with major j and αj is a vector of dummy variables

for each major j. This regression was estimated separately for each occupation. The

regression results were then used to compute the average log wage at age 32 for each

occupation conditional on major. The variance of the distribution of log wages was

calculated from the regression residuals, enabling the comparison of the ACS income

and Duke expected income distributions.

Table 4 gives the percentile of the ACS distribution of the median Duke student

conditional on chosen major for each occupation. The percentiles tend to be above 50%

but below 90%, with most entries in the seventies and eighties. These predictions seem

reasonable given that Duke is a highly selective institution, generally ranked in the top

10 according to U.S. News & World Report.

Table 4: Percentile of the ACS for the median Duke student conditional on chosen

major

Occupation

Major Science Health Business Government Education Law

Science 84.78% 82.59% 76.48% 82.81% 86.07% 68.27%

Humanities 88.33% 92.10% 85.05% 86.95% 88.01% 64.15%

Engineering 58.15% 84.32% 65.88% 67.99% 69.79% 49.79%

Social Sciences 89.73% 84.14% 88.19% 85.52% 78.96% 55.91%

Economics 67.11% 79.65% 69.45% 66.12% 58.52% 66.35%

Public Policy 81.53% 86.60% 83.29% 74.73% 81.26% 76.05%

3 Ex ante treatment effects

In this section we outline the different types of ex ante treatment effect parameters we

are interested in, and discuss how each of these parameters can be estimated using our

subjective expectations data. We further discuss the estimation of the distributions of

the ex ante treatment effects within the overall population, as well as the treated and

untreated populations.
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3.1 Occupation ex ante treatment effects

We define the ex ante treatment effects for particular occupations relative to educa-

tion, which is chosen as a baseline occupation.8 We label the education occupation

as k = 1. We calculate the ex ante treatment on the treated for any given occupa-

tion k ∈ {2, 4, 4, 5, 6}, denoted by TT (k), by weighting the differences in the reported

log-earnings between occupation k and the baseline by the probability the individual

reports that he will work in occupation k 10 years after graduation (over the average

declared probability of working in occupation k). Namely:

TT (k) =

∑
i

∑′
j I(di = j′)pij′k [ln(wij′k)− ln(wij′1)]∑

i

∑′
j I(di = j′)pij′k

(3.1)

where pij′k is the probability declared by individual i of choosing occupation k given

major j′, I(di = j′) is an indicator for whether i chose major j′, and ln(wij′k) the

earnings expected by individual i in occupation k given major j′.

Similarly, we compute the ex ante treatment on the untreated for occupation k as:

TUT (k) =

∑
i

∑′
j I(di = j′)(1− pij′k) [ln(wij′k)− ln(wij′1)]∑

i

∑′
j I(di = j′)(1− pij′k)

(3.2)

Finally, the average ex ante treatment effect is given by:

ATE(k) =

∑
i

∑′
j I(di = j′) [ln(wij′k)− ln(wij′1)]

N
(3.3)

where N is the sample size.

Note that these ex ante treatment effect parameters are computed based on chosen

majors. We discuss in Subsection 3.2 the estimation of occupation ex ante treatment

effects conditional on counterfactual majors.

3.2 Heterogeneity in ex ante treatment effects by chosen ma-

jor

We can also calculate the occupation ex ante treatment effect parameters for those

choosing particular majors. Namely, conditional on a chosen major j, we compute

8We choose to use education as a baseline because the earnings in this occupation are not tied to

choice of major.
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the ex ante treatment on the treated, treatment on the untreated and average ex ante

treatment effect as follows:

TT (k|j) =

∑
i I(di = j)pijk [ln(wijk)− ln(wij1)]∑

i I(di = j)pijk
(3.4)

TUT (k|j) =

∑
i I(di = j)(1− pijk) [ln(wijk)− ln(wij1)]∑

i I(di = j)(1− pijk)
(3.5)

ATE(k|j) =

∑
i I(di = j) [ln(wijk)− ln(wij1)]∑

i I(di = j)
(3.6)

Given that we also elicit the subjective expectations for counterfactual majors, we

can compute similarly (after replacing I(di = j) by I(di 6= j)) the ex ante treatment

effect parameters for those not choosing particular majors.

3.3 Distributions of ex ante treatment effects

Our data allows us to go beyond the average effects and estimate the distributions of

the ex ante treatment effects of working in any given occupation k relative to educa-

tion, given the initial college major choice. We can estimate those distributions for

three different subgroups of interest, namely (i) the overall population, (ii) the treated

subpopulation, and (iii) the untreated subpopulation.

First, the density of the distribution of the ex ante treatment effects on the overall

population can be simply estimated with a kernel density estimator, using the fact that

we directly observe the ex ante treatment effect for any individual in our sample. We

denote the corresponding density by fTE,k(.) (and its estimator ̂fTE,k(.)).

Second, it follows from Bayes’ rule that we can estimate the density of the dis-

tribution of the ex ante treatment effects on the treated subpopulation (denoted by

fTreated
TE,k (.)), as follows, for any scalar u:

̂fTreated
TE,k (u) =

̂fTE,k(u)× ̂E(
∑

j′ I(di = j′)pij′k|TE = u)

1/N ×
∑

i

∑
j′ I(di = j′)pij′k

(3.7)

The conditional expectation term above can be simply estimated using a Nadaraya-

Watson nonparametric regression estimator. Finally, the distribution of the ex ante
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treatment effects on the untreated can be estimated by replacing pij′k by 1 − pij′k in

the formula above.

4 Results: Ex ante treatment effects

4.1 Occupation treatment effects

Table 5 provides estimates of the three ex ante treatment effect parameters of occupa-

tions on earnings 10 years after graduation which correspond to the formulas (3.1)-(3.3)

in Section 3. The ex ante treatment on the treated effects range from 25% higher in

government to 89% higher earnings in health, relative to the baseline career of educa-

tion. Health, business and law careers all have similarly sized earnings premiums of over

80%, while those entering a science or government occupation expect a much smaller

wage premium of 25% to 35% ten years after graduation. Consistent with sorting across

occupations being partly based on comparative advantages, the ex ante treatment on

the untreated effects show that, with the exception of a career in government, the un-

treated anticipate lower premiums than the treated. The difference is particularly large

for the premium for health occupations, which is 35 percentage points less for those not

anticipating a career in health compared to those who plan to enter a health related

occupation. The difference in science, business and law are smaller by 10, 17, and 15

percentage points respectively.

But, as stated in section 3.3, substantially more information is available in the data

than just average effects. Namely, we can plot the full distributions of the treatment

on the treated and the treatment on the untreated. Figures 4.2, 3, and 4 plot the full

distributions for government, health, and business occupations respectively.

Each of the figures shows a different pattern of selection. For government, the

distributions for the treated and the untreated are essentially the same: there is little

role for selection into government jobs, at least relative to education. For health, the

treated distribution is to the right of the untreated distribution, suggesting substantial

selection. For business, the bottom end of the distribution suggests significant selection.

But at the top end, the treated and untreated distributions are quite close. This suggests
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that at the top end there is a significant group of individuals who would do quite well

in business–as well as the best group of the group treated–but whose preferences lead

them away from business. These results highlight the importance of moving beyond

the average effects and looking at the full distribution of the ex ante returns.

4.2 Occupation treatment effects conditional on major

Table 6 shows substantial heterogeneity in the expected earnings premium for a given

occupation by the student’s college major. Notably, public policy majors who antic-

ipate entering a health career expect a 38% premium over those entering a career in

education, while the expected premium for entering a health occupation from a nat-

ural science major is 117%. Examining the ex ante treatment on the treated effects,

economics majors have the highest premium for business occupations, while natural

science majors have the highest premium for health careers and engineering majors for

science careers. These patterns are consistent with certain majors being closely tied to

specific occupations.

Ex ante treatment on the untreated effects by student’s major are still generally

lower than the treatment on the treated effects. There are however, some exceptions;

science careers have higher effects on the untreated in natural sciences and social sci-

ences majors, government careers have a higher effect on the untreated in the humanities

and social sciences, while law is higher for the untreated in economics and engineering.

The major-occupation pairs that are typically thought of as being closely related to

one another, such as economics and business, science and health, and engineering and

science, still have the highest premiums.

The difference between the ex ante treatment on the treated effects and treatment on

the untreated effects quantifies the importance of selection on the expected differences

in occupation-major premia. The difference is positive, albeit quantitatively small, for

the majority of occupation-major pairs. However, selection into law by social sciences

majors explains 40% of the major-occupation premium. Selection also explains a large

share of the earnings premiums for health careers– between 7 percentage points and 33

percentage points.

Finally, Table 7 provides estimates of the three ex ante treatment effects by coun-
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terfactual non-chosen major. The treatment on the treated effects are again generally

larger than the treatment on the untreated, with a few exceptions: engineering and

economics majors with science careers, government occupations with economics and

public policy majors, and law with humanities and public policy.

Table 5: Ex Ante Treatment Effects
Occupation TT TUT ATE

Science 0.3501 0.2517 0.2694

Health 0.8897 0.5339 0.5966

Business 0.8551 0.6818 0.7283

Government 0.2461 0.2737 0.2702

Law 0.8426 0.6985 0.7210

5 Linking subjective expectations to utilities

We model the choice of occupation as taking place in three stages. First, an individual

enrolls in a given college major. Second, upon graduating from college, the individual

can make costly decisions to acquire more information about the value of a set of

particular occupations (conditional on the major chosen in the first stage). Finally, the

individual receives more information about each of those occupations before making a

one-time decision regarding his occupation.

5.1 Choice of occupation

We begin by examining the last decision, namely the choice of occupation conditional

on major and paying the information cost for a subset of the occupations.9 Let vijk

denote the expected present value of lifetime utility for individual i from choosing

occupation k conditional on major j, before the realization of the information shock.

Individuals form their subjective expectations regarding the probabilities of entering

different careers based on these ex ante value functions. The new information consists

9In practice, the information cost can be thought of as a cost of application (per occupation).
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Figure 2: Distribution of ex ante treatment effects: government
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Figure 3: Distribution of ex ante treatment effects: health
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Figure 4: Distribution of ex ante treatment effects: business
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Table 6: Heterogeneous Ex Ante Treatment Effects by Chosen Major

Economics Engineering Humanities Natural Public Social

Sciences Policy Sciences

Science TT 0.2749 0.4404 0.2634 0.3390 0.2388 0.1816

TUT 0.2147 0.3291 0.1019 0.4043 0.1493 0.2934

ATE 0.2188 0.3717 0.1106 0.3826 0.1518 0.2791

Health TT 0.8305 0.7293 0.5860 1.1734 0.3812 0.7215

TUT 0.5474 0.5526 0.5171 0.8438 0.2163 0.5571

ATE 0.5716 0.5856 0.5276 0.9724 0.2266 0.5819

Business TT 0.9850 0.6722 0.6073 0.9457 0.6841 0.8695

TUT 0.9586 0.6447 0.4858 0.7658 0.4896 0.7127

ATE 0.9739 0.6509 0.5017 0.7819 0.5407 0.7475

Government TT 0.3382 0.1637 0.2375 0.5617 0.1834 0.2053

TUT 0.3314 0.1236 0.2598 0.3293 0.1887 0.3744

ATE 0.3322 0.1260 0.2567 0.3409 0.1870 0.3514

Law TT 0.8269 0.5858 0.6817 0.8301 0.8797 1.0054

TUT 0.8477 0.5945 0.6367 0.7016 0.7683 0.6135

ATE 0.8452 0.5938 0.6485 0.7073 0.7978 0.7077

of a vector of shocks εijk that vary at the individual-major-occupation level. For any

given major j, we assume that the εijk’s are independent draws from a Type 1 extreme

value distribution. After making an initial major choice and graduating from college,

these shocks are realized and the individual then proceeds to choose an occupation. An

individual who chose major j then chooses his occupation k∗ according to:

k∗ = arg max
k∈K∗ij

(vijk + εijk) (5.1)

where K∗ij is the set of occupations where the individual has paid for the new infor-

mation conditional on an initial major j. We will discuss the decision to acquire more

information about particular occupations in Subsection 5.3.
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Table 7: Heterogeneous Ex Ante Treatment Effects by Counterfactual Major

Economics Engineering Humanities Natural Public Social

Sciences Policy Sciences

Science TT 0.1425 0.4630 0.2566 0.4042 0.2728 0.1900

TUT 0.1809 0.4724 0.1538 0.3519 0.2130 0.1699

ATE 0.1788 0.4686 0.1620 0.3702 0.2167 0.1717

Health TT 0.5914 0.8507 0.7260 0.7401 0.6209 0.6087

TUT 0.4694 0.6660 0.4713 0.6807 0.5265 0.4660

ATE 0.4789 0.7036 0.5015 0.6990 0.5384 0.4868

Business TT 0.9156 0.7537 0.6494 0.6312 0.7745 0.7722

TUT 0.7774 0.6599 0.5161 0.5539 0.7035 0.5633

ATE 0.8458 0.6771 0.5482 0.5641 0.7193 0.6159

Government TT 0.2330 0.3045 0.2297 0.2698 0.3684 0.2823

TUT 0.2577 0.2747 0.2221 0.2343 0.3746 0.2358

ATE 0.2535 0.2771 0.2232 0.2371 0.3726 0.2453

Law TT 0.7688 0.6813 0.6827 0.7266 0.7400 0.6624

TUT 0.6531 0.6431 0.7024 0.6252 0.7540 0.7205

ATE 0.6684 0.6455 0.6987 0.6326 0.7513 0.7100

5.2 Linking subjective probabilities to occupation-major pref-

erences

An individual’s self-reports of the probabilities of choosing particular occupations can

then be used to recover their expected utilities (up to a reference alternative). To see

this, first consider the case where it is optimal for the individual to pay the informa-

tional cost for all occupations conditional on major j. With the Type 1 extreme value

assumption on the εijk’s, we can recover the difference in conditional value functions by

inverting the choice probabilities following Hotz & Miller (1993) and Berry (1994):

ln(pijk)− ln(pij0) = vijk − vij1 (5.2)
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We can further project the differenced conditional value functions on to a set of ex-

planatory variables. Specifically, we assume that the following decomposition holds:

ln(pijk)− ln(pij1) = (αik − αi1) + (δjk − δj1) + γ(Yijk − Yij1) + ζijk (5.3)

The (αik − αi1) term is the preference i has for occupation k relative to occupation 1,

(δjk−δj1) is the average complementarity of preferences between major j and occupation

k relative to j and 1, (Yijk−Yij1) is the difference in the expected (log)-earnings measure

for i under choices {j, k} and choices {j, 1}, and ζijk is an (orthogonal) preference i has

for k given j, again relative to j and 1.

5.3 Information costs

We now consider the information acquisition stage. Note that this stage arises because

the subjective probability of some choices (conditional on a particular major) are zero.

With the information having continuous support, a subjective probability of zero would

not be possible if the information was costless. However, if the individual can choose

whether or not to acquire the information, zero probabilities can result.

The decision to acquire information hinges on expectations of the maximal utility

associated with different choice sets. Given the Type-1 Extreme Value assumptions

regarding the distribution of the ε’s, McFadden (1978) showed that the expected max-

imum utility for any choice set K, V
(K)
ij , can be written as:

V
(K)
ij = ln

[∑
k∈K

exp(vijk)

]
+ γ

where γ is Euler’s constant.

Without loss of generality, denote vij1 as the payoff associated with the career that

gives the highest utility prior to the new information, denote vij2 as the utility asso-

ciated with the next highest, etc. We denote the utility cost of obtaining information

on a particular occupation-major pair as c. Individuals only obtain information if the

expected gain is high enough to overcome the cost. Conditional on paying the infor-

mation cost for the first (k − 1) occupations, information on career k (the kth highest
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payoff) is obtained when:10:

c ≤ ln

(
k∑

k′=1

(exp(vijk′))

)
− ln

(
k−1∑
k′=1

(exp(vijk′))

)

≤ ln

(∑k
k′=1(exp(vijk′))∑k−1
k′=1(exp(vijk′))

)
= − ln(1− pijk) (5.4)

We can then get an upper bound estimate of c from the lowest positive self-reported

probability of choosing an occupation conditional on a major.

5.4 Selection

Reports of zero probabilities can not be ignored in estimation because of the selection

problem: those who report zero probabilities have particularly low values for those

occupation-major pairs. Now suppose that k is not in the set K∗ij. In this case the

inequality in (5.4) is flipped:

c > − ln(1− pijk) (5.5)

Note that the pijk term in (5.5) is conditional on k being in the choice set. Since k was

not in the choice set (the information cost was not paid), we have no measure of pijk.

However, we can substitute in for (5.5) with the relevant vijk’s where the choice set is

now K∗ij ∪ {k}:

c > − ln

(
1− exp(vijk)

exp(vijk) +
∑

k′∈K∗ij
exp(vijk′)

)
(5.6)

> − ln

(
1− exp(vijk − vij1)

exp(vijk − vij1) +
∑

k′∈K∗ij
exp(vijk′ − vij1)

)
(5.7)

10Note that, at the individual level, it is always optimal to consider the occupations in this order.
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We then need to solve this equation for vijk − vij1 as the other differenced conditional

value functions are known from (5.2). Solving,

exp(−c) <

( ∑
k′∈K∗ij

exp(vijk′ − vij1)
exp(vijk − vij1) +

∑
k′∈K∗ij

exp(vijk′ − vij1)

)

exp(vijk − vij1) <
(1− exp(−c))

∑
k′∈K∗ij

exp(vijk′ − vij1)
exp(−c)

vijk − vij1 < ln

(
(1− exp(−c))

∑
k′∈K∗ij

exp(vijk′ − vij1)
exp(−c)

)
≡ c∗ijk

Up to now we have not needed to make a distributional assumption on the ζijk’s.

With zero probabilities, this is no longer the case. We assume that ζijk is distributed

i.i.d. N(0, σ), implying that the log likelihood contribution in the zero probability case

is:

ln(pijk = 0) = ln Φ

(
c∗ijk + (αi1 − αik) + (δj1 − δjk) + γ(Yij1 − Yijk)

σ

)
(5.8)

where Φ is the standard normal cdf.

5.5 Heterogeneous information sets

It may be that students have better information about the labor market for some majors

than others. In particular, it may be the case that individuals have better information

about the labor market in their own major than in counterfactual majors. The model

we have developed can be relaxed to allow for counterfactual majors to have higher

variances associated with the information shocks.

Absent additional assumptions, discrete choice models are only identified relative to

the variance scale parameter. Implicit in (5.3) is a normalization of the variance scale

parameter to one. With the structure we have placed on (5.3), we can allow for the

variance parameter to be different for counterfactual majors. We then specify (5.3) as

(without loss of generality):

ln(pijk)− ln(pij1) =
(αik − αi1) + (δjk − δj1) + γ(Yijk − Yij1) + ζijk

1 + φI(di = j)
(5.9)
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If φ is greater than zero, then students are less certain about outcomes in counterfactual

majors than they are in their own majors.

5.6 Compensating differentials

Our specification of the payoffs for major-occupation bundles allows us to recover

individual-level preferences for occupation k relative to occupation 1, αik − αi1, as

well as estimates of the average preferences for occupation k relative to occupation 1

conditional on major j, δjk − δj1. We can translate this into monetary units using

the expected earnings coefficient γ, thus translating those parameters into (expected)

compensating differentials for the different occupations (given each college major).

Of key interest here is the average compensating differential for occupation k relative

to occupation 1, conditional on major j, which is given by:

CD(k|j) =
δjk − δj1

γ
(5.10)

Furthermore, using the estimates of the parameters αik − αi1, we can also see how

compensating differentials for each occupation vary across individuals. In particular,

similarly to the ex ante treatment effects parameters that we have estimated (namely

ATE, TT and TUT), we can compute, for each occupation k, the average compensating

differential, the average compensating differential conditional on choosing occupation k

as well as the average compensating differential conditional on not choosing occupation

k. For example, the additional compensating differential for occupation k relative to

occupation 1 for those who chose major j is:

CD(k|dj = 1) =

∑
i I(dij = 1)αik

γ
∑

i I(dij = 1)
−
∑

i I(dij′ = 1)αik

γ
∑

i I(dij′ = 1)
(5.11)

6 Results: Compensating Differentials

Estimates of the earning parameter, γ, for different specification of the conditional

valuation functions are given in Table 8. For our earnings measure, we use the log of

expected earnings ten years after graduation. Hence, when discussing compensating
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differentials, they will be percentage increases in earnings ten years out. For each of

the specifications, log earnings are statistically significant.

The final column allows the variance on the new information to be different for

counterfactual majors. The coefficient estimate for φ was small and insignificant and we

can not reject that it is zero. Note that this specification is adding the flexibility in the

variance after controlling for individual occupation dummies. In estimates not reported

here, the variance for counterfactual majors was higher and statistically significant if

we allowed for different variances in models 1 and 2. Given these results, we focus on

model 3 as our preferred specification.

To assess the extent to which expected earnings affects occupational choice, we can

calculate the percentage change in the probability of choosing an occupation given a

percentage change in earnings. At the intensive margin, the elasticity formula for our

specification is:

ηijk = (1− Prijk)γ

For those on the intensive margin, the elasticities will range from zero to 0.66 for model

3. Taking the major from the data as given, we can estimate the population elasticity

of occupation k using:

η̂ =

∑
i

∑
j I(j|i)(1− Prijk)γ

N

With average probabilities of choosing a particular career generally lower than fifty

percent for almost all major-career combinations,11 population elasticities are generally

above 0.33.

6.1 Compensating differentials

We next report how compensating differentials for particular occupations vary among

those who chose particular majors using equation (5.11). All of the heterogeneity in

compensating differential is relative to the education occupation. Note that the average

compensating differential in the population is not present here because it is captured

by the δjk’s.

11Economics and business careers is the one exception.
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Table 8: Structural Model Estimates

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Log expected earnings 10 years out 1.252 0.617 0.664 0.668

(0.027) (0.020) (0.017) (0.017)

Occupation dummies yes no no no

Occupation-major dummies no yes yes yes

Individual occupation dummies no no yes yes

Better information in own major no no no yes

Log likelihood (000’s) -18.47 -14.03 -6.466 -6.466

Table 9 gives the results with the units reported as percentage changes in expected

earnings ten years out to make the average individual of a particular major indifferent

between the two occupations, all else equal. Economics majors and public policy majors

have strong preferences to avoid the education occupation relative to the average Duke

student and strongly prefer business and government occupations relative to other ma-

jors. On the other hand, natural science majors, social science majors, and humanities

majors prefer education over business.

Table 9: Heterogeneity in Compensating Differentials by Chosen Major Relative to

Education

Science Health Business Government Law

Natural Science -0.1% -4.6% -105.1% -48.7% -138.5%

Engineering -15.1% -64.1% 21.6% -10.9% -15.3%

Economics 83.2% 117.7% 130.5% 62.2% 56.6%

Public Policy 31.1% -5.0% 111.7% 137.8% 123.6%

Social Science -26.7% -13.6% -61.2% -56.6% 26.9%

Humanities -100.0% -57.1% -110.3% -73.7% -57.0%

The estimates of the individual preferences for occupations also allow us to examine
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their correlation patterns. Table 10 gives the variance of the occupation-specific pref-

erences while the off-diagonal elements give the correlation coefficients. Preferences for

business and law tend to be negatively associated with preferences for education, re-

sulting in particularly high correlation coefficients between business and law with each

other as well as with health and, to a lesser extent, government.

Table 10: Variances and correlation coefficients for occupation-specific preferences

Science Health Business Government Law

Science 1.837 0.215 0.149 -0.134 0.178

Health 0.215 2.55 0.607 -0.037 0.569

Business 0.149 0.607 2.235 0.373 0.681

Government -0.134 -0.037 0.373 2.543 0.329

Law 0.178 0.569 0.681 0.329 3.258

6.2 Major-specific compensating differentials

We next examine how compensating differentials are affected by major, translating our

estimates of the δjk’s into percentage increases in earnings. Table 11 reports average

compensating differentials for particular occupation-major combinations, again relative

to the education occupation. Although the signs are all intuitive, the magnitudes are

such that there is likely more to the story than just compensating differentials. For

example, an economics major makes working in business so attractive that on average

individuals would need to make over three times as much in education (or making less

than a third of what they would make in business) to be indifferent between the two

occupations. Similarly, a science makes working in a science occupation so attractive

that on average individuals would need to make over two and a half times more in

education to be indifferent between the two occupations.12

12It is interesting to note that these findings are in line with the literature on major choice, which

tends to find that preferences play a key role in this decision (see, e.g., Arcidiacono, 2004, Beffy et al.,

2012, and Wiswall & Zafar, 2012) .
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The final column of Model 3 reports what the compensating differentials would

need to be if we did not account for differences in earnings. In this case, a coefficient on

earnings is therefore not estimated and we use the coefficient from Model 3 with earnings

to perform the calculations. Comparing the last two columns of Table 11 then allows

use to see the role earnings play in mitigating compensating differentials. As expected,

the compensating differentials in the last column are all higher than the those when

earnings are accounted for as expected earnings in education are substantially lower

than in other occupations. Not accounting for those earnings differences would make

it appear as though education was even more unattractive than it actually was.

6.3 Search frictions

What can explain the very large estimates of the compensating differentials? One

explanation is that the average differences in compensating differential across majors

is partly driven by search frictions. That is, being an economics major does not make

business occupations more attractive beyond the salary gains but the arrival rate of

offers in the business occupations is higher if the individual is an economics major.

To illustrate how search frictions will affect our estimates of compensating differen-

tials, consider a simple case where there are two occupations, k ∈ {1, 2}. Suppose for

major j individuals are given one offer in occupation 1 but two offers in occupation 2.

The difference between the two offers in occupation 2 comes solely through the non-

pecuniary shocks, not through income. If the non-pecuniary shocks are treated as just

another extreme value shock, then the probability of choosing occupation 2 will be:

Pr(k = 2|j) =
2 ∗ exp(vj2)

exp(vj1) + 2 ∗ exp(vj2)
=

exp(vj2 + ln(2))

exp(vj1) + exp(vj2 + ln(2))
(6.1)

Hence, if offer rates for various occupations differ by major, then this will manifest itself

as a compensating differential.13

We cannot separate compensating differentials from offer rates, but we can say how

big differences in offer rates would have to be to explain the average compensating

13Note that variance in earnings from which offers were drawn would also generate a similar result,

but would require heterogeneity in the variance due to the major. Variance in offered wages would

have to unreasonably different across majors to explain our results.
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differentials we find for particular major-occupation combinations. Denote λjk as the

arrival rate of offers for occupation k conditional on major j. We assume that the offers

unobserved component is Type 1 extreme value: there is no correlation of offers within

occupation categories. Allowing for correlation in this component within an occupation

category would result in increases in magnitudes of the differences in arrival rates in

order to account for the estimated differences in compensating differentials. Hence,

one can think of our approach as identifying the minimum amount of differences in

occupation-major arrival rates that account for the observed compensating differentials.

Our estimates of (δjk − δj1) can be transformed into differences in arrival rates using:

δjk − δj1 = ln(λjk)− ln(λj1) (6.2)

Since we can only identify five of the six arrival rates for each major, we normalize λj1

to one. Solving for λjk then gives the number of offers in occupation k per offer in

education.

Results are presented in Table 12. In order for job offer rates to account for the

estimated compensating differentials, natural science majors would have to receive at

least 6.4 offers in science occupations and at least 1.5 offers in business for every one offer

in education. In contrast, humanities majors would expect significantly fewer offers in

the sciences, 0.5 offer for every offer in education, with roughly equal offers in business as

in education. Majoring in economics would need to result in at least 10 offers in business

for every offer in education to account for the compensating differential associated with

the economics-business combination. These results, combined with those in Table 11,

show that some combination of large differences in arrival rates occur due to one’s

major or one’s major makes jobs in particular occupations much more enjoyable. In

either event, majors have a substantial effect on the labor market outcomes beyond

their impact on earnings.

7 Conclusion

This paper shows how subjective expectation data on counterfactual outcomes can be

used to recover the ex ante treatment effects as well as the non-pecuniary benefits
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associated with different treatments. We consider the particular context of sorting

across occupations, using elicited beliefs from a sample of male undergraduates at Duke

University on the probability of working in different occupations as well as the expected

income in each of those occupations (10 years after graduation). Importantly, these

beliefs were asked not only for the college major the individual chose, but also for

counterfactual majors, thus making it possible to examine the heterogeneity across

majors of the ex ante returns to different occupations and the subjective probabilities of

working in any given occupation. This individual variation across counterfactual majors

is key to tell apart the role of ex ante returns and preferences in the context of sorting

across occupations. While sorting across occupations is found to be partly driven by

the ex ante monetary returns, large differences in expected income across occupations

remain after controlling for selection on monetary returns, which in turn points to the

existence of substantial compensating differentials for particular occupations.
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Table 11: Average Compensating Differentials by Major-Occupation Pairs Relative to

Education

Model 3

Major Occupation Model 2 Model 3 w/o Earnings

Science 258% 279% 325%

Natural Health 197% 215% 296%

Science Business 35% 66% 129%

Government -11% 33% 61%

Law -78% -56% 2%

Science 298% 306% 358%

Health 130% 136% 209%

Engineering Business 152% 151% 221%

Government 15% 52% 77%

Law -67% -44% 11%

Science 95% 102% 132%

Health 70% 48% 107%

Economics Business 372% 348% 444%

Government 162% 205% 234%

Law 44% 76% 139%

Science 75% 65% 98%

Public Health 140% 90% 148%

Policy Business 247% 197% 271%

Government 284% 280% 321%

Law 111% 129% 198%

Science 51% 30% 59%

Social Health 43% 6% 62%

Science Business 166% 118% 184%

Government 95% 105% 136%

Law 5% 17% 81%

Science -131% -117% -93%

Health -121% -138% -83%

Humanities Business 29% 11% 66%

Government -88% -48% -24%

Law -182% -143% -87%35



Table 12: Number of Offers per Offer in Education Necessary to Account for Average

Major-Occupation Compensating Differentials

Occupation

Major: Science Health Business Government Law

Natural Science 6.38 4.17 1.55 1.24 0.69

Engineering 7.63 2.47 2.73 1.41 0.75

Economics 1.97 1.38 10.08 3.90 1.66

Public Policy 1.54 1.82 3.70 6.42 2.36

Social Science 1.22 1.04 2.19 2.01 1.12

Humanities 0.46 0.40 1.08 0.73 0.39

Note: Calculations from estimates of Model 3
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